To examine whether fallow deer, Dama dama, have colour vision, we trained four adult females on a two-choice discrimination task, where a positive chromatic stimulus (green) and a negative achromatic stimulus (grey) had similar brightness. The criterion for learning was set at 80% correct responses. To exclude the possibility that the hinds used small differences in brightness to distinguish between the green and the grey stimulus, we conducted a test that differed from the training situation. A light green positive stimulus combined with a dark grey negative stimulus was alternated with a dark green positive stimulus combined with a light grey negative stimulus on every second trial. The positive green stimuli had different reflectance spectra. After training, each of the four hinds showed over 80% correct responses in the test. These results suggest that fallow deer can use colour vision in a discrimination situation by generalizing over slightly different colours, at least in the range of the green spectrum. 
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The phenomenon of colour vision in mammals has been investigated by both physiological and behavioural approaches. Studies of the retina by electroretinogram have revealed that the majority of mammals have at least two different photoreceptors sensitive to different wavelengths, which is presumably a fundamental condition for colour vision (Jacobs 1993). One problem in such studies is that cone photoreceptors that are rare can remain undetected, which can lead to different studies of the same species giving conflicting results (see Jacobs 1993; Hemmi 1999). Some features of colour vision cannot be explained with the current di/ trichromatic colour theory (see Coren & Ward 1989; Reitner et al. 1991) . Hence, one cannot confirm the existence of colour vision from physiological studies of the retina alone.
Independently of the physiological mechanisms for colour vision, an animal must have a nervous system capable of processing and reacting to the information from photoreceptors or similar perceptual structures. Consequently, a behavioural study is the ultimate method to obtain more conclusive evidence for colour vision in mammals. Such a study should be based on a discrimination test, where choices between visual stimuli are based exclusively on colour (Goldsmith 1990) . The crucial point in such a study would be to make brightness an impossible cue for making the choice. Earlier investigations have attempted to control for brightness by using either one chromatic and one achromatic stimulus with equal brightness (e.g. Buchenauer & Frisch 1980) or one chromatic stimulus and different achromatic stimuli with more or less brightness (e.g. Zacks & Budde 1983; Smith & Goldman 1999; but see Macuda & Timney 1999 for an alternative method). For the majority of species, however, we do not know the maximum sensitivity of the rods or how skilful animals are at making brightness discriminations. Since animals can, to a large extent generalize over similar perceptual stimuli (Hanson 1959), including wavelengths (Goldsmith 1990; Shettleworth 1998), a more powerful way of controlling for brightness would be to conduct a two-choice discrimination test with different chromatic and achromatic stimuli both varying in brightness.
We investigated whether fallow deer are able to see colour, by training hand-reared individuals on a twochoice discrimination task. Two visual stimuli, one negative achromatic (grey) and one positive chromatic (green), with similar brightness were used during the training period. We then did an additional two-choice test, where a light green positive stimulus combined with a dark grey negative stimulus was alternated with a dark green positive stimulus combined with a light grey negative stimulus on every second trial. If the subjects chose the positive green stimuli significantly more often than the negative grey stimuli, this would show that fallow deer can generalize over similar colours and would exclude the possibility that the choice is based on other cues (e.g. brightness).
